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The Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art’s, ‘APT9: The 
9th Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’ presents a unique mix 
of creativity and cross-cultural insight that challenges conventional 
definitions of contemporary art. Students can experience a number of 
never-before-seen installations, paintings, sculptures, works on paper, 
photographs and moving-image works by both emerging and senior 
artists from over 30 countries throughout the Asia Pacific region.

Held every three years, the Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary 
Art is one of a number of recurring exhibitions that take place around 
the world. Beginning in 1993, the Asia Pacific Triennial is the only 

major series of exhibitions to focus exclusively on the contemporary 
art of Asia and the Pacific, including Australia.

This print-ready resource features 38 artworks and projects 
selected from the more than 80 artists and groups featured in 
APT9. It provides stimulus questions to initiate student discussion 
and engagement with APT9 content and concepts through the 
contemporary, personal, cultural and formal contexts. The context 
questions are intended as a guide for teachers to adapt for different 
year levels. Additional resources are available online to support 
classroom activities and assist with visits to QAGOMA.

Suggestions for using this resource

BEFORE

• The context guiding questions assist students to employ different 
contexts to investigate a range of influences and layers of meaning 
in the featured APT9 artworks and art practices.

• Identify unfamiliar terms in the text and make a glossary.

• Use this resource for group work. Allocate one artwork to each group 
to respond to selected context questions. Use a ‘think-pair-share’ 
cooperative learning strategy to present new knowledge to other 
groups or the rest of the class. 

• Investigate relationships:

 › Explore connections between artworks and art practices  
through the artist’s ‘lens’ presented on the cards.

 › Identify and use shared context questions in the classroom  
and at the Gallery to recognise similarities and highlight 
differences in artworks and art practices.

 › To assist comparison:
 » analyse and interpret the work of several artists who 
communicate influences on their lives and experiences  
through the personal context
 » begin by observing and describing the artwork —  
describe the features, composition, and method of construction 
 » discuss the significance of the observed similarities and 
differences, and the unexpected relationships between artworks
 » consider shared meanings and messages and how these relate 
to your observations
 » use a graphic organiser, such as a Venn diagram, to record and 
share your observations with the class. 

• Allow students to be involved in planning a class visit to APT9  
by asking them to vote for the artworks they would like to focus  
 on and justifying their selection.

DURING

• Select context questions to focus student exploration  
during your APT9 visit. Consider:

 › the length of the visit

 › ideas and questions that will generate conversation

 › themes you want students to explore

 › whether you will visit QAG and GOMA or both sites —  
APT9 is held across both buildings

 › how many artworks you want students to engage with.

AFTER

• Consider the artworks in the exhibition with which students 
most strongly identify. Use the context questions on these 
artwork handouts to generate focused inquiry questions to begin 
investigations for making and responding tasks. 

• Research other artists in APT9 who relate to the content and 
concepts of the featured artists.

• Extend research opportunities and connect artwork ideas  
with other curriculum learning areas. For example:

Technology Nona Garcia Yuko Mohri Joyce Ho

History Lisa Reihana Jakkai 
Siributr

Vincent Namatjira

Languages Jonathan 
Jones

Shilpa Gupta YOUNG-HAE 
CHANG HEAVY 
INDUSTRIES

Science Anne Noble Qiu Zhijie Donna Ong and  
Robert Zhao Renhui

Additional online resources —  
qagoma.qld.gov.au/learning/resources
• Slide presentation to support classroom discussion. Features include:

 › Images of the featured artworks in the learning resources

 › additional artworks with context guiding questions

 › slides to explore connections through the artists’  
lens or viewpoint

 › context study guide samples for selected artists

 › links to online content and Gallery maps.

• Build-your-own APT9 worksheet. Features include:

 › options to customise artwork selection and activities from the 
learning resources

 › printable PDF student resources (including access to copy  
and paste content for increased adaptability).

• Supporting resources that are designed by teachers,  
including ideas for engaging students of different year levels 

• APT9 interactive map for locating artworks at QAGOMA

• APT9 on the QAGOMA website — with artist biographies,  
public program information and more.

APT9 SECONDARY RESOURCE
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Anne Noble has been a photographer since the 1970s, and her practice encourages viewers to spend 
time engaged in the act of looking. In recent years, she has turned her attention to the subject of the 
honey bee, a small creature symbolic of our world’s wellbeing. The artist’s interest in bees was sparked 
by keeping her own beehives at her home in New Zealand.

Noble’s project for APT9 comprises a working hive of European honey bees, a series of photographic 
portraits and a video. Noble collaborated with scientists from the Queensland Brain Institute to design 
the hive and its transparent passageway, which allows the bees to navigate from the outside world 
to their hive inside the Gallery. The artist refers to the hive as ‘a living photograph’, which is opened 
several times a day so that audiences can observe the growing bee community.

The project also comprises images of dead bees — the insects were scanned under an electron 
microscope, with the data transformed into photographs and a 3-D-printed model — together with  
a video work, which creates a dreamlike sensation inspired by the sounds and smells of the hive.  
Noble hopes this project will start new conversations about the significance of bees, especially  
what we can learn from them through observation and research.

Anne Noble
Lives and works in Wellington, Aotearoa New Zealand

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Anne Noble:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Anne Noble:

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Anne Noble:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Anne Noble:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

Aotearoa New Zealand b.1954 /  
Dead Bee Portrait #14 (detail) 
2015–16 / Pigment on paper /  
91.5 x 115cm / © The artist /  
Image courtesy: The artist and  
Two Rooms Gallery, Auckland

Location: Gallery 3.5 and 3.6,  
GOMA
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Jakkai Siributr’s textile and embroidery works address Thailand’s unofficial histories, including the 
troubled coexistence of Buddhism and Islam in the south of the country. His creations embody a 
tension between subject matter (conflicts driven by discrimination against minority groups) and form 
(the sensuality of embellished fabrics). Through his practice, Siributr encourages values associated 
with Buddhism — compassion, kindness and tolerance.

His work in APT9, 18/28: The Singhaseni Tapestries 2017–18 explores the connections between  
the artist’s family and Thailand’s political history. At the heart of the project is a homage to Siributr’s 
mother, whose five dresses are embroidered with scenes from news and family photographs.  
These scenes connect with passages from her diaries that can be heard as a recording in the centre  
of the installation of suspended tapestries — works that are made from hand-stitched fabrics acquired 
from seven aunts on the artist’s maternal side. Siributr’s mother was from the ancient Thai house of 
Singhaseni and 18/28 is the address of the compound where Siributr’s great-grandmother took in the 
wife and seven daughters of Chit Singhaseni, a royal page executed over the mysterious death in 1946 
of the Thai monarch King Rama VIII. 

 Jakkai Siributr
Lives and works in Bangkok, Thailand

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Jakkai Siributr: 

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Jakkai Siributr: 

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Jakkai Siributr: 

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Jakkai Siributr: 

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Thailand b.1969 / 18/28: The 
Singhaseni Tapestries (installation 
view) 2017–18 / 14 parts: cotton, silk, 
synthetic fabric, embroidery, found 
fabrics, disassembled garments, 
luggage trunks, sound / Installed 
dimensions variable / Purchased 2018. 
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of 
Modern Art Foundation / Collection: 
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery  
of Modern Art / © The artist /  
Image courtesy: The artist

Location: Gallery 1.1  
(The Fairfax Gallery), GOMA 
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Lisa Reihana’s practice incorporates performance, photography, installation and moving-image works, 
and is inspired by the culture and history of Māori and South Pacific Islander peoples. Her work in 
APT9, in Pursuit of Venus [infected] 2015–17 is a panoramic video that reimagines the scenes in a 
French wallpaper from c.1804, not long after Captain Cook’s voyages in the Pacific. Indigenous peoples  
of the Pacific are depicted as ‘noble savages’, dancing and celebrating in a lush landscape of exotic 
flora and fauna. The clothing and poses of the figures in the wallpaper are not authentic; rather,  
they were inspired by the murals of ancient Rome, a style that was popular at the time. 

Reihana’s video challenges the representation of indigenous peoples using a contemporary lens — 
more than 65 performances and re-enactments present the living traditions and cultural knowledge 
of Māori, Polynesian and Australian Aboriginal performers and community elders. As the video scrolls 
through the interactions between the indigenous people and Captain Cook and his crew, Reihana 
presents the audience with new ways of looking at the past to reconsider our present and future.

 Lisa Reihana
Lives and works in Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Lisa Reihana:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Lisa Reihana:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Lisa Reihana:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Lisa Reihana:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Ngā Puhi, Ngāi Tu, Ngāti Hine / 
Aotearoa New Zealand b.1964 /  
in Pursuit of Venus [infected] (stills) 
2015–17 / Single-channel Ultra HD 
video, 64 minutes (looped), 7:1 sound, 
colour, ed. 2/5 / Purchased 2015 with 
funds from the Queensland Art Gallery | 
Gallery of Modern Art Foundation 
Appeal and Paul and Susan Taylor / 
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery I 
Gallery of Modern Art / © The artist / 
Photographs: Norman Heke / Images 
courtesy: The artist

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4  
(Marica Sourris and James C. 
Sourris am Galleries), GOMA
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Vuth Lyno explores social change, community relationships and urban development in Cambodia in his 
practice. He often involves specific communities in his work, which is concerned with social issues and 
injustice. Lyno’s current project explores the legacy of the White Building in Phnom Penh, the capital of 
Cambodia. The White Building was home to artists, performers and craftspeople prior to its demolition  
in 2017 by a foreign developer.

Vuth’s sculpture House – Spirit 2018 honours the White Building and its communities. Over time, the 
artist forged close relationships with the building’s residents, and as they left their homes, he collected 
the spirit houses that were abandoned or offered to him. Common throughout South-East Asia, spirit 
houses are domestic temples or shrines that are worshipped to appease the spirits; in return, homes 
and businesses are protected from harm. The designs vary greatly from the highly decorative to simple 
bamboo structures. A tower of more than 100 shrines, House – Spirit recalls one of the modular columns 
of apartments and balconies that once comprised the White Building. 

Vuth Lyno
Lives and works in Phnom Penh, Cambodia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Vuth Lyno:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience?

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Vuth Lyno:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Vuth Lyno:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Vuth Lyno:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Cambodia b.1982 / House – Spirit 
(detail) 2018 / Spirit houses, steel, 
door and window frames / Dimensions 
variable / Proposed for the Queensland 
Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art 
Collection / © The artist / Photograph: 
Lim Sokchanlina / Image courtesy:  
The artist and Sa Sa Art Projects

Location: Gallery 1.2, GOMA
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Naiza Khan has a special interest in what she has called ‘the ambiguous and complex relationship 
between the female body and female identity’. Her works explore the representation of women in 
postcolonial Pakistan, as well as the political role of the body, and conventions of beauty and gender. 

Since 2006, Khan has created a significant number of sculptures that address the private and public 
presence of the female body. Called the ‘Heavenly Ornaments’ series, the works refer to heroines and 
female warriors, as well as costume and bodily apparatus, and explore how the female body has been 
treated throughout history and in different contexts. Some evoke ideas of beauty and elegance, while 
others — such as corsets and chastity belts — imply dominance and objectification. Armour Suit for 
Rani of Jhansi II 2017, for example, takes its title from a heroine of the resistance against the British Raj 
during the Indian Rebellion of 1857; Rani of Jhansi is commonly portrayed as a gallant fighter adorned 
in jewels, and equipped with weapons and armour. Other artworks from the series depict historical 
European costumes and garments incorporating holes, spikes and piercings, highlighting the militarism 
and violence that the body has been subject to throughout the world.

 Naiza Khan
Lives and works in London, United Kingdom, and Karachi, Pakistan

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Naiza Khan:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Naiza Khan:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Naiza Khan:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Naiza Khan:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Pakistan b.1968 / Armour Suit for  
Rani of Jhansi II 2017 / Galvanised 
steel, feathers, leather, ed. 2/2 /  
88 x 40 x 32cm / Private collection, 
Sydney / © The artist / Image 
courtesy: The artist and Rossi &  
Rossi, Hong Kong | London

Location: Gallery 3.5, GOMA
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EAisha Khalid’s visual language is based on the pattern, colour and geometry found in Persian culture. 
Her large-scale hanging tapestries — embedded with thousands of pins — highlight her background  
in miniature painting, textiles and pattern-making. 

Her work in APT9, Water has never feared the fire 2018 measures nearly five metres high. The sharp, 
gold-plated and steel pins, piercing several layers of cloth, add a three-dimensional, sculptural 
element to the work. Its design is based on the quadrilateral garden design of the Charbagh (‘four 
gardens’ in the Urdu language), which is based on the Islamic garden from the Qur’an, a principal 
symbol for paradise on earth. Four sections constitute the four gardens of paradise (soul, heart,  
spirit and essence), which are delineated by four water channels representing the four rivers of 
paradise. Within the four sections, the artist has depicted dragons and phoenix, while the outer  
panels, representing water patterns, feature sea creatures and ships symbolising trade and the 
movement of peoples and cultures. 

With a rich knowledge of centuries-old traditions, Aisha Khalid honours — but also challenges —  
how their principles operate in our world today. She contributes to the evolution of these traditions,  
and translates their meanings to a contemporary audience.

Aisha Khalid
Lives and works in Lahore, Pakistan

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Aisha Khalid:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Aisha Khalid:

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Aisha Khalid:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Aisha Khalid:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests  
through social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

Pakistan b.1972 / Water has never  
feared the fire (detail) 2018 / Fabric,  
gold-plated and steel pins / Triptych:  
492.75 x 167.65; 492.75 x 83.8cm;  
492.75 x 83.8cm / Commissioned for  
APT9. The Kenneth and Yasuko Myer 
Collection of Contemporary Asian Art. 
Purchased 2018 with funds from  
The Myer Foundation through the 
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of  
Modern Art Foundation to commemorate 
the 25th anniversary of The Kenneth and 
Yasuko Myer Collection of Contemporary 
Asian Art / Collection: Queensland Art 
Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art /  
© The artist /  Image courtesy:  
The artist

Location: Gallery 1.1  
(The Fairfax Gallery), GOMA
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feature prominently. Gupta regularly experiments with language and how it operates; she slowly 
unravels narratives using various technologies, or she explores the relationships between author and 
speaker, reader and listener. Using simple phrases translated into several languages, she prompts 
viewers to think about relationships. 

24:00:01 2010–12 uses a mechanised split-flapboard — technology once common to train stations 
and airports around the world — in which words and phrases gradually emerge and letters continually 
change. Misspelled and disjointed words unsettle the viewer as the text transitions from one word or 
phrase to another, rapidly transforming meaning. Without a distinct subject or context, a fragmented 
story evolves beginning with an introspective phrase — ‘I look out and wait for the train to go by’. 
The story then continues through suggestions of belonging and nationhood, as well as evocations of 
personal relationships, fear and terrorism. The work plays with the objective role of public signage — 
rather than delivering information and directions immediately, it poetically and gradually builds layers 
of elusive meaning.

Shilpa Gupta
Lives and works in Mumbai, India

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Shilpa Gupta:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Shilpa Gupta:

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Shilpa Gupta:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Shilpa Gupta:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

India b.1976 / 24:00:01 (installation 
view) 2010–12 / Motion flapboard:  
30 minutes, ed. 5/5 / 32.5 x 198.5 x 
20cm / Purchased 2017 with funds 
from Tim Fairfax ac through the 
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of 
Modern Art Foundation / Collection: 
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of 
Modern Art / © The artist / Image 
courtesy: The artist and GALLERIA 
CONTINUA (San Gimignano, Beijing, 
Les Moulins, Habana)

Location: Level 2, GOMA  
(at the top of the escalators)
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My forest is not your garden 2015–18 is a collaborative work by Singaporean artists Donna Ong and 
Robert Zhao Renhui. The work is a ‘cabinet of curiosities’ and takes a critical look at our attitudes 
towards the natural world of the tropics. The installation combines Ong’s arrangements of artificial 
flora and tropical exotica on antique-style tables (From the tropics with love 2016) with Zhao’s display 
that explores Singapore’s natural history through documentation, both authentic and fabricated  
(The Nature Museum 2017). Both artists’ projects stem from research into the representations of the 
tropical forest, and how these depictions influence our interactions with nature.

Growing up in the city, Ong was fascinated with the wild landscapes she finally encountered when 
travelling as an adult, and how these compared with the impressions of nature she had formed from 
images from books and magazines. Since 2008, Zhao has been working under the creative framework 
of the Institute of Critical Zoologists, whose mission is to ‘advance unconventional, even radical,  
means of understanding human and animal relations’. 

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How do Donna Ong and Robert  
Zhao Renhui:

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How do Donna Ong and Robert  
Zhao Renhui:

• communicate influences on their 
lives and experiences? 

• generate ideas from their own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How do Donna Ong and Robert  
Zhao Renhui:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How do Donna Ong and Robert  
Zhao Renhui:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins of 
time and place?

 Donna ONG &  
 Robert ZHAO RENHUI
Live and work in Singapore

Donna Ong / Singapore b.1978

Robert Zhao Renhui /  
Singapore b.1983

My forest is not your garden (detail) 
2015–18 / Mixed media installation / 
Installed dimensions variable /  
© The artists / Courtesy: The artists,  
FOST Gallery, Singapore, and  
ShanghART Gallery / 
Photograph: Natasha Harth

LOCATION: Watermall, QAG
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Using readymade materials, Yuko Mohri creates sound installations that play elegant compositions. 
With a background in music and intermedia art, Mohri has developed a practice based around automated 
instruments made from found materials that engage with the intangible elements of space, light and 
gravity. Many of her projects address themes — and use materials — relevant to a specific location.  
Her works are described as ‘kinetic’ sculptures, as they are activated by magnets, gravity and light,  
often with an in-built delay. Mohri is a versatile artist who produces theatre set designs, performances 
and photographic series in addition to her installations.

Breath or Echo 2017 is a sound installation inspired by Japanese modernist sculptor Sunazawa Bikky 
(1931–89) and the wild landscapes of Hokkaido in northern Japan. The delicate soundscape of  
self-playing objects refers to nature’s constant cycle of creation and decay. The work also features  
a recording of a poem Bikky composed to accompany his 1986 outdoor sculpture called Four Winds,  
to which Mohri’s Breath or Echo directly responds.

Yuko Mohri
Lives and works in Tokyo, Japan

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Yuko Mohri:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Yuko Mohri:

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Yuko Mohri:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Yuko Mohri:

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Japan b.1980 / Breath or Echo 2017 / 
Modified pianos, street lights, light 
bulbs, wood, electric motor, paper,  
iron, ceramic insulators, concrete, 
cables and magnets / Installed 
dimensions variable / Purchased with 
funds from Tim Fairfax AC through 
the Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery 
of Modern Art Foundation 2018 / 
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery I 
Gallery of Modern Art / Installation 
view, Sapporo International Art Festival 
2017 / © The artist / Photograph: 
Ikuya Sasaki / Image courtesy:  
The artist and Project Fulfill, Taipei

Location: River Lounge, GOMA
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Joyce Ho’s works explore gender roles, bureaucratic control and cultural conventions. With a striking, 
minimal aesthetic, her works often set up strange encounters for her audiences. Her paintings, 
installations, videos and performance works use saturated planes of colour — cool yellows and sickly 
greens — that typically surround neatly groomed young women. The women represent the artist  
herself, but also act as guides who help audiences navigate nonsensical but compelling rituals.  
Ho’s interest in the tensions between dreams and reality, and darkness and light, creates works with 
unusual atmospheres and strange situations that can be uneasy, seductive and playfully humorous.

In Overexposed memory 2015, shot against a lemon yellow wall, an actor slowly squeezes and bites  
into different pieces of fruit; the camera lingers on their surfaces until they collapse into a pulpy mush.  
To emphasise the effect, the artist boiled the fruit before painting the surfaces in their original colours  
to create the illusion of ripeness — as they break apart, the paint mingles unnaturally with their juices. 
Even the soundtrack is deliberately odd; the viewer does not hear the manipulation of the fruit itself,  
but rather the rustle of packaging and a satisfying ‘ding’ as the actor’s teeth bite into a cherry tomato.

Joyce Ho
Lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Joyce Ho:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Joyce Ho:

• communicate influences on her  
life and experiences? 

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Joyce Ho:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Joyce Ho:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary?

Taiwan b.1983 / Overexposed memory 
(still, detail) 2015 / Single-channel 
video installation, 4:47 minutes,  
colour, sound / Proposed for the 
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of 
Modern Art Collection / © The artist / 
Image courtesy: The artist and  
TKG+, Taipei

Location: Gallery 1.1  
(The Fairfax Gallery), GOMA
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EQiu Zhijie’s enormous wall painting Map of Technological Ethics 2018 has its origins in Chinese ink 
painting and calligraphy. Painted directly onto the gallery wall over five days, the map depicts an 
archipelago of moral dilemmas in applied science. Qiu assigns imagined geographies to a range of 
anxieties throughout history and across cultures. Islands and landmarks (mountains and rivers) are 
named for activists and political lobbies, contentious issues in the fields of medicine and biology, 
and looming fears about technocratic rule and climate change. At the same time, Qiu touches on the 
implications of artificial intelligence and computer technologies, including the effects of automation  
on labour practices and the use of facial recognition software in drone warfare.

In the map’s sheer scale and breadth, the artist offers a graphical account of the potential for 
technology to pervade every aspect of human life. Map of Technological Ethics is an expression  
of Qiu’s multi-disciplinary, trans-historical approach to art-making, which questions the social,  
moral and legal implications of scientific developments.

Qiu Zhijie 
Lives and works in Beijing, China

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Qiu Zhijie:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Qiu Zhijie:

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Qiu Zhijie:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Qiu Zhijie:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

China b.1969 / Map of Technological 
Ethics 2018 / Synthetic polymer mural / 
1600 x 3600cm / Commissioned for 
APT9 / © The artist / Photograph:  
Chloë Callistemon 

Location: Gallery 1.2, GOMA
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Enkhbold Togmidshiirev is known for his large-scale, monochromatic canvases and his improvised 
performances. His performances use portable variations of the traditional Mongolian ger or yurt, and 
have taken place in both urban and remote locations all over the world. The ger is a temporary home and 
spiritual space for the artist where he carries out his daily activities.

Enkhbold’s restrained colour-field paintings use materials derived from Mongolian nomadic culture, 
including horse dung, felt, shrubs, ash, rust, sheep skin and tripe. He sources his materials from the 
countryside when he returns to his homeland. The horse dung, for example, is dried and crumbled, 
and sifted three times to ensure a fine consistency. It is then applied over a base of gelatine and gel, 
or mixed into the base directly. Horse dung can differ in colour and texture depending on the season 
and the environmental conditions of the animals, and so provides the artist with a shifting palette. 
Occasionally, Enkhbold incorporates collage into his paintings, such as Benevolence 2013, with fabrics 
such as cotton, silk and hessian used to vary the surfaces of his works, introducing formal devices like 
horizontal fields, which recall the paintings of the American abstract expressionist painter  
Mark Rothko (1903–70).

Enkhbold Togmidshiirev
Lives and works in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Enkhbold Togmidshiirev:

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Enkhbold Togmidshiirev:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Enkhbold Togmidshiirev:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Enkhbold Togmidshiirev:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Mongolia b.1978 / Benevolence  
2013 / Silk, cotton thread, rust  
and nepheline gel on canvas / 
200 x 400cm / Proposed for the 
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of 
Modern Art Collection / © The artist / 
Image courtesy: The artist and 976  
Art Gallery, Ulaanbaatar

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4  
(Marica Sourris and James  
C. Sourris AM Galleries), GOMA
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Tungaru: The Kiribati Project is an ongoing project that was initiated by artist Chris Charteris in 2012. 
‘Tungaru’ is the name for the coral atolls in the western Pacific Ocean comprising Kiribati, and means 
‘gathering together in a joyous kind of way’.

Collectivity, collaborative working methods and the massing of individual objects are the guiding 
principles of the project. The artists have worked with knowledge holders, museum curators, community 
representatives, family members and each other to create works that highlight the importance of building 
sustainable structures of communal wellbeing. The works draw on dance and performance, the shared 
responsibility of creating and maintaining te ma (fish traps), and the design of weaponry and armour as 
part of conflict resolution. Created from both natural and store-bought materials, these works use readily 
available resources to create objects of practical sophistication and aesthetic beauty.

In the form of a heart shape, Te ma (Fish trap) 2014 is made from over 8000 pairs of ringed venus shells 
that Charteris collected with family members. Traditional te ma are collectively owned and cared for by 
coastal communities who depend on the fish for their daily sustenance. Highlighting their natural beauty, 
Charteris draws on this potent symbol of connection, community and life.

Tungaru: The Kiribati Project
Est. 2012, Aotearoa New Zealand

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Chris Charteris:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Chris Charteris:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Chris Charteris:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Chris Charteris:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place? 

Chris Charteris / Aotearoa New 
Zealand b.1966 / Te ma (Fish trap) 
2014 / Ringed venus shells, nylon  
and wood / 460 x 740 x 80cm /  
© The artist / Photograph: Jeff  
Smith / Image courtesy: The artist 

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4 (Marica 
Sourris and James C. Sourris AM 
Galleries), GOMA
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Women’s Wealth is a major APT9 project drawing on the closely connected matrilineal societies of the 
Autonomous Region of Bougainville and the Solomon Islands. The art forms on display are all made by 
women — cane and pandanus weavings, shell ornamentation and earthenware pottery — and the project 
explores the role of these art forms as a kind of wealth or currency. A week-long workshop held in Bougainville 
brought women together to create these art objects and to share their stories; the workshop also 
involved the Australian artists Elisa Jane Carmichael, Janet Fieldhouse, Kay Lawrence and Taloi Havini.

Women’s Wealth highlights the significance of creative spaces, such as the weaving circle, within 
indigenous communities. The project also emphasises how women’s practices act as a quiet means  
of resilience in the face of major change. 

Women’s Wealth is co-curated with Sana Balai, a respected curator and elder, and includes a video 
installation Habitat 2018 by Taloi Havini, which critically addresses conflicting interests and the 
representation of the landscape in Bougainville. Havini’s work investigates the colonial relationship 
between Australia and Bougainville, and explores the vibrancy of indigenous women’s cultural practices 
and connections to the land.

Women’s Wealth
Co-curator: Sana Balai; Project coordinator: Marilyn Havini 
Featuring artists from Bougainville, the Solomon Islands and Australia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How do the artists of the Women’s 
Wealth project:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How do the artists of the Women’s 
Wealth project:

• communicate influences on their 
lives and experiences? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How do the artists of the Women’s 
Wealth project:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How do the artists of the Women’s 
Wealth project:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Biruko and Nukumanu coconut leaf 
mat, Women’s Wealth workshop, 
Nazareth Rehabilitation Centre, 
Chabai, Bougainville, September  
2017 / Photograph: Ruth McDougall

Location: Gallery 4, QAG
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EJonathan Jones incorporates Aboriginal practices, relationships and ideas in his work, especially those 
of his Wiradjuri people, and he often collaborates with local Indigenous communities on his projects.  
He is well known for his minimalist light installations, which have, at times, been inspired by woven nets. 

Jones’s work in APT9, untitled (giran) 2018 explores the knowledge of wind in Wiradjuri culture.  
An important element of this installation is the soundscape, featuring the sound of the wind in country 
and the voice of Wiradjuri Elder Dr Uncle Stan Grant Snr AM, who helped develop the work. In Wiradjuri 
language, some stories tell of six winds — three male winds and three female winds. Each wind has 
its own role and relationship to country — they signify seasonal change, and communicate messages 
or ideas. The work is comprised of around 2000 small sculptures based on six traditional tools, made 
from materials collected from country around Narrandera in southern New South Wales or sent to the 
artist from further away. The tools are arranged on the wall to reflect a map of wind currents, and the 
feathers attached to each small sculpture create the impression of flocks of birds in flight.

This project has been assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body; 
the NSW Government through Create NSW; and the Copyright Agency Cultural Fund. This project has also been supported by 
Carriageworks through the Solid Ground program.

 Jonathan Jones
Lives and works in Sydney, Australia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Jonathan Jones:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Jonathan Jones:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or memories?

• create sensory experiences to generate 
emotional responses from the viewer?

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Jonathan Jones:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Jonathan Jones:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Wiradjuri/Kamilaroi peoples /  
Australia b.1978 / with Dr Uncle  
Stan Grant Snr am / Wiradjuri people / 
Australia b.1940 / (untitled) giran  
(detail) 2018 / Bindu-gaany (freshwater 
mussel shell), gabudha (rush), gawurra 
(feathers), marrung dinawan (emu egg), 
walung (stone), wambuwung dhabal 
(kangaroo bone), wayu (string),  
wiiny (wood) / 48-channel soundscape / 
Installed dimensions variable / Sound 
design: Luke Mynott, Sonar Sound /  
© The artists / Image courtesy: The artists

Location: Gallery 1.3 (Eric and  
Marion Taylor Gallery), GOMA
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HBorn into a family of seafarers, Martha Atienza creates video, sound and installation works that explore 
the experience of being at sea, and address histories of migration, labour, environmental degradation 
and identity. Atienza works with the people of Madridejos on Bantayan Island, where her family is from, 
to address the issues faced by this small fishing community — poverty, environmental change, and 
the long absences of family members who make their living at sea. Atienza’s work highlights common 
issues for the people of the Philippine archipelago.

Her video work in APT9, Our Islands 11°16’58.4”N 123°45’07.0”E 2017 recreates an annual event  
in the artist’s hometown. For the Ati-Atihan festival in Madridejos, the men wear elaborate and often 
humorous costumes, which they create themselves and change every year in response to current 
events. Atienza and the actors spent months practising and planning the filming of the underwater 
parade, in which some of the men float past the cameras gracefully, while others trample the dying 
coral. Projected onto plexiglass, the work immerses the viewer in a silent and mesmerising experience 
where the subjects appear to exist in real time on the other side of the screen. 

Martha Atienza
Lives and works on Bantayan Island, the Philippines, and in Rotterdam, the Netherlands

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Martha Atienza:

• use materials, technologies or 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Martha Atienza:

• communicate influences on her  
life and experiences? 

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Martha Atienza:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Martha Atienza:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

The Philippines/The Netherlands 
b.1981 / Our Islands 11°16’58.4”N 
123°45’07.0”E (still, detail) 2017 / 
Single-channel HD video, 72 minutes, 
colour / © The artist / Image courtesy: 
The artist and Silverlens Galleries,  
the Philippines

Location: Gallery 1.3 (Eric and 
Marion Taylor Gallery), GOMA
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HThrough sculpture, installation and video, Monira Al Qadiri explores the connections between oil 
and pearls, two disparate industries in the Persian Gulf with a shared history. Both involve laborious 
extraction techniques and are associated with wealth and status. A major source of trade in the Gulf 
region for centuries, pearling declined rapidly following the discovery of oil in the 1900s, together with 
the development of mass-produced pearls in Japan. In the early twenty-first century, nations such 
as Kuwait are preparing for a post-oil future, and the artist draws comparisons in her work with this 
foresight and the collapse of the pearling industry. 

Al Qadiri’s four-sided video installation entitled DIVER 2018 recalls a large-scale aquarium. Onscreen, 
swimmers perform synchronised routines that mimic the repetitive movements of the pearl diver.  
The soundtrack of Kuwaiti pearling songs pays homage to the artist’s grandfather, who was a singer on  
a pearling ship; boats were assigned a singer to boost morale in this notoriously dangerous occupation. 
With the loss of pearling traditions, these songs — some dating back 800 years — are now only played 
in tourist centres or found in anthropological recordings. In Al Qadiri’s video, sound and image come 
together in a combination of technicolour aqua-musical and haunting mourning ritual. 

 Monira Al Qadiri
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Monira Al Qadiri:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Monira Al Qadiri:

• communicate influences on her  
life and experiences? 

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Monira Al Qadiri:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Monira Al Qadiri:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Senegal/Kuwait/Germany b.1983 /
DIVER (production still) 2018 /  
Four-channel video projection: 4:3, 
colour, sound / Commissioned for 
APT9 / Produced by Durub Al Tawaya 
(DAT), the performing arts program 
of Abu Dhabi Art, Warehouse421 Abu 
Dhabi and the Asia Pacific Triennial  
of Contemporary Art (APT) /  
© The artist / Image courtesy:  
The artist

Location: Gallery 3.5, GOMA
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Hassan Sharif is an influential figure in the history of conceptual art in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). 
In addition to his own practice, he was responsible for introducing a generation of artists to conceptual 
and Fluxus practices. He also translated artist manifestos and art historical texts into Arabic, and 
founded organisations that countered the emerging ‘national style’ in the UAE. Sharif is recognised 
for his ‘objects’ series of works — imported or discarded materials tied together with wire or string. 
Incorporating Fluxus influences, his practice relates to the history of carpet-making in the region. 

In the large-scale, abstract wall hanging Cutting and tying no.2 2015, Sharif built up the textured 
surface by cutting rope and tying it with wool. In this work, Sharif contrasts the mass-production of the 
factory with the unevenness of the handmade. The irregular action of the human hand can be seen in 
the way the wool is wrapped around the rope; the rope itself is machine-made, and this is evident in 
the even twists of its woven strands. The waste from rapid consumption was a deep concern for the 
artist, and cutting and tying objects — and displaying them in museums and galleries — highlights the 
absurdity of our desire to consume. 

 Hassan Sharif
Lived and worked in Dubai, United Arab Emirates

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How did Hassan Sharif:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How did Hassan Sharif:

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How did Hassan Sharif:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How did Hassan Sharif:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place? 

Iran/United Arab Emirates 1951–2016 /
Cutting and tying no.2 2015 / Cotton 
rope and wool / 275 x 650 x 50cm /  
© Estate of Hassan Sharif and Gallery 
Isabelle van den Eynde, Dubai / Image 
courtesy: Estate of Hassan Sharif; 
Gallery Isabelle van den Eynde, Dubai; 
Alexander Gray Associates, New York;  
gb agency, Paris 

Location: Gallery 1.1  
(The Fairfax Gallery), GOMA 
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Vincent Namatjira is the great-grandson of the renowned Arrernte watercolour painter Albert 
Namatjira (1902–59). Since 2013, Vincent has been painting portraits of important figures. He is an  
acute observer of national and international politics and a subversive and witty portraitist.

Namatjira’s three recent series each present seven portraits of influential Australians. The first focuses 
on the seven Prime Ministers who have governed the country during his lifetime. The second series 
features the seven tjilpi, senior artists and lawmen who are leaders of the APY communities, while the 
third portrays the seven richest people in Australia. All three series, shown together for the first time 
in APT9, tell stories of wealth, power and influence in Australia. The juxtaposition of a group of strong 
Anangu leaders alongside the country’s richest and most powerful people — all of whom are non-
Indigenous — allows the viewer to consider the place of Australian First Nation people and  
leaders within social, political, cultural and economic hierarchies.

Vincent Namatjira
Lives and works in Indulkana, Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands, South Australia, Australia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Vincent Namatjira:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Vincent Namatjira:

• communicate influences on his  
life and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Vincent Namatjira:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Vincent Namatjira:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Western Arrernte people /  
Australia b.1983 /

‘Prime Ministers’ series 2016 /  
The van Aanholt Family Collection

‘Seven Leaders’ series 2016 /  
Arthur Roe Collection, Melbourne / 

‘The Richest’ series 2016 

Synthetic polymer paint on canvas / 
7 panels: 91 x 67cm (each) / © The 
artist / Courtesy: The artist, Iwantja 
Arts, Indulkana Community and  
This is No Fantasy, Melbourne

Location: Gallery 1.2, GOMA
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EAlair Pambegan is a Wik-Mungkan man who lives in the western Cape York community of Aurukun 
in north Queensland. Pambegan is the son of revered lawman, elder and artist Arthur Koo’ekka 
Pambegan Jr (1936–2010), and heir to the Wik-Mungkan artistic traditions. 

Alair Pambegan’s installation Kalben refers to the Flying Fox Story Place poles — the epic law poles 
made by his father, the most significant group of which is held in QAGOMA’s Collection. Casting over 
100 smaller forms in Winchanam body-painting designs — using a sequence of black, white, red and 
white stripes — and allowing the flying foxes to ‘swarm’, Alair Pambegan’s suspended sculptures evoke 
the movement of the animals in the Kalben narrative as they burst out of a kup-mar (ground oven). 
The flying foxes seize the brothers, who have broken a hunting and eating taboo, and carry them into 
the night sky where they find their final resting place among the stars, as part of the Milky Way galaxy. 
Pambegan’s work shows the importance of the passing of cultural and artistic knowledge to younger 
generations, and the desire to innovate within art-making traditions.

Alair Pambegan
Lives and works in Aurukun, Queensland, Australia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Alair Pambegan:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Alair Pambegan:

• communicate influences on his  
life and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Alair Pambegan:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Alair Pambegan:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Wik-Mungkan people / Australia b.1966 / 
Kalben (detail) 2016–17 / Carved 
wood with synthetic polymer paint and 
natural pigments, raffia / 107 pieces 
ranging from 14 to 41cm in length; 
installed dimensions variable / 
Purchased 2017. Queensland Art 
Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art 
Foundation / Collection: Queensland 
Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art /  
© The artist

Location: Gallery 3 (Kenneth and 
Yasuko Myer Gallery), QAG
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Handiwirman Saputra creates ambitious sculptures that explore the inner and outer shapes of structures, 
and which indirectly refer to the body. He uses materials not commonly seen together — plastics, resins, 
paper and fabrics, as well as highly polished industrial synthetics, and collections of scraps, clothing and 
organic substances. Periodically, the artist focuses on a particular shape or material in his investigation 
of the nature of everyday objects. For example, he probes the ductility of an elastic band, drawing out 
its enormous capacity for changing shape and interacting with other objects. He examines how such a 
unique form can undergo changes in scale and texture, while still maintaining its original make-up.

Saputra’s approach is inspired by the culture of the Minangkabau people of West Sumatra. He is 
particularly drawn to the phrase ‘dalam tampak luar — luar tampak dalam’ (‘inside looking out — outside 
looking in’) as it considers both the interior and the exterior of forms at the same time. The artist’s 
practice is unique and bears little connection to formal or aesthetic conventions. He constructs new paths 
from which he observes, manipulates and reveals the everyday.

Handiwirman Saputra
Lives and works in Yogyakarta, Indonesia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Handiwirman Saputra:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Handiwirman Saputra:

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses  
from the viewer?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Handiwirman Saputra:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Handiwirman Saputra:

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins of time 
and place?

Indonesia b.1975 / Menahan bentukan 
(holding formature) 2015 / Fibre resin, 
acrylic sheet, aluminium, polyurethane 
paint / 54 x 24 x 180cm; 140 x 25 x 
145cm; 86 x 25 x 83cm / © The artist / 
Image courtesy: The artist

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4  
(Marica Sourris and James C. 
Sourris AM Galleries), GOMA 
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Rasheed Araeen began making conceptual and abstract art in his hometown of Karachi in Pakistan 
in the late 1950s, before moving to London in 1964. Now regarded as a leading minimalist sculptor, 
Araeen is also an activist and a leading voice in challenging the dominant (Eurocentric) discourses of 
contemporary art. 

Soon after his arrival in London, Araeen created some pioneering works of Minimalism, building on 
experiments he had developed in Karachi. Early works like Chaar Yaar I (four friends) 1968 were created 
from DIY products, such as balsa wood and house paint. Lacking exhibition opportunities, however, 
they were often documented and quickly deconstructed by the artist. Their focus on modularity and 
interactivity, together with their homemade ‘look’, distinguished them from the hard-edged, static 
minimalist sculptures of the time. Araeen approached works of art not as finished objects, but as a 
collective process. He developed sculptures and proposals for modular structures that could undergo 
continual rearrangement in order to create multiple formal relationships.

 Rasheed Araeen
Lives and works in London, United Kingdom

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Rasheed Araeen:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Rasheed Araeen:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Rasheed Araeen:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Rasheed Araeen:

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins of time 
and place?

Pakistan/United Kingdom b.1935 / 
Chaar Yaar I (four friends) 1968/2014 / 
Wood, house paint / Four pieces: 61 x 
61 x 61cm (each) / Purchased 2017. 
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of 
Modern Art Foundation / Collection: 
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of 
Modern Art / © The artist

Location: Gallery 1.1  
(The Fairfax Gallery), GOMA
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Waqas Khan creates large, abstract compositions featuring curved lines, circles and collections of dots 
that painstakingly build repeated patterns and motifs. The intricate works are drawn with a 0.1mm 
Rapidograph (a high-precision architectural pen) on large architectural drawing boards that are capable 
of steadying oversized sheets of wasli paper. The black, white or occasionally coloured ink compositions 
leave little room for mistakes, which threaten to undo the many dedicated hours the artist has committed 
to their creation. The experimental drawing process is a highly physical one, yet the resulting drawings 
appear light and meditative. 

Khan’s drawings have been associated with the modern genre of South Asian miniature painting, as well as 
other forms of Islamic art, calligraphy and architecture. His processes have also prompted comparisons with 
the art of Russian painter Wassily Kandinsky (1866–1944) and Dutch painter Piet Mondrian (1872–1944), 
as well as the American abstract expressionists Jackson Pollock (1912–56) and Mark Rothko (1903–70).

The artist’s compositions resemble loosely woven cloths that often delicately veil the blank void around 
them. Intersecting spheres conjure planetary orbits in space, while other patterns resemble cellular 
or molecular structures. The excessive repetition ensures any interruption or anomaly captures the 
audience’s attention. 

Waqas Khan
Lives and works in Lahore, Pakistan

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Waqas Khan:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Waqas Khan:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Waqas Khan:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Waqas Khan:

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins of time 
and place?

Pakistan b.1982 / Oracle II (detail) 
2018 / Archival ink on wasli paper / 
132 x 244cm / The Thimblestitch and 
Bramble Collection / © The artist / 
Image courtesy: The artist and  
Sabrina Amrani Gallery, Madrid

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4  
(Marica Sourris and James C. 
Sourris AM Galleries), GOMA
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Ayesha Sultana’s works meander between delicate drawings and minimalist sculptures. The artist 
creates her works by applying multiple layers of graphite, using sticks, powder and soft brushes, on layers 
of paper to develop the seductive metallic tones. The thick sheets are then carefully cut, folded and fixed 
to explore shape and depth. Although her process is monochromatic and limited to a single material, she 
finds numerous ways to explore two- and three-dimensional space and the illusion of movement.

Sultana’s works are fundamentally about sensory perception, and while they are not specifically 
architectural studies, they evoke the built environment. Early in the development of her graphite works, 
she was inspired by Dhaka’s corrugated tin roof buildings. She uses the sensory experience of living 
in the city in her practice, occasionally working from photographs or with collected objects. In her 
practice, Sultana also explores the smells, sounds, objects and materials that are in plain sight,  
but which are often overlooked.

Ayesha Sultana
Lives and works in Dhaka, Bangladesh

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Ayesha Sultana:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Ayesha Sultana:

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Ayesha Sultana:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Ayesha Sultana:

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins of time 
and place?

Bangladesh b.1984 / Vortex 2018 / 
Graphite on paper / 61 x 61cm /  
© The artist / Image courtesy:  
The artist and Experimenter, Kolkata

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4  
(Marica Sourris and James C. 
Sourris AM Galleries), GOMA
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Migrating over centuries from nearby New Ireland, the Gunantuna (Tolai people) now live on the volcanic 
Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain island in Papua New Guinea. Best known for their male-only secret 
societies, the Gunantuna have a unique dual currency system that combines Papua New Guinea’s national 
tender (kina and toea) with shell money, known as Tabu or Diwarra. Comprising nassa shells strung onto 
elegant pieces of cane, known as fathoms, Diwarra is legal tender throughout East New Britain. It is also used 
for ceremonial transactions, such as bride price, wealth payments in death rites, and society initiation fees. 

These pieces of cane are also formed into wheels, which are sealed with leaves to keep them dry and  
to declare their role as a bank. The highest in value are the majestic wheels known as Tutana, which are 
displayed as symbols of wealth and status. In contrast to Western economic systems, Diwarra embodies 
an important indigenous relationship-based economic system — the accumulation of wealth is both 
based on and reflects social connections and merit.

Gideon Kakabin (1956–2018) was an elder of the Gunantuna (Tolai people). Initiated into Tabuan society, 
he held ceremonial status within the community and the rights to engage in Tolai ceremony and with 
material culture. These Tutana banks were created by a group of men, with female support, led by 
Gideon Kakabin. 

Gunantuna (Tolai People)
Led by: Gideon Kakabin; Artists: Isa Apelis, Jack Apelis, Kini Balnata, William M Kakabin, Ben Parai,  
Msisiel Vaira, Tivila Wartir; Support: Judy Kakabin, Catechist Kaum, Ia Gogoe, Ia Kamara, Ia Delin, Ia Puia,  
Ia Vodia, Osiat Baining, Tougus Balnata, Tolili and David Tamtu

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How do the Gunantuna (Tolai people): 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How do the Gunantuna (Tolai people): 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How do the Gunantuna (Tolai people): 

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How do the Gunantuna (Tolai people): 

• explore cultural traditions? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Nidok (initiation) ceremony participants 
with Diwarra (shell money) and Rumu 
(ceremonial spears), East New Britain, 
July 2018 / Photograph: Gideon 
Kakabin  

Location: Gallery 4, QAG
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The mats featured in the Jaki-ed Project were created as part of a workshop held in Majuro, the 
capital of the Marshall Islands, involving 13 expert weavers and performance artist Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner. 
Jaki‑ed or nieded mats are among the finest examples of weaving in Oceania. Made from pandanus 
fibres and woven solely by women, the mats were originally created as clothing. The practice of jaki‑ed 
weaving almost disappeared when trade cloth was introduced to the Marshall Islands, but disruptions 
in shipments during World War Two prompted its revival. In 2011, an apprenticeship program supported 
weavers to learn the art form within the traditional weaving circle, a space where women exchange 
cultural knowledge.

Conforming to sacred cultural principles, the mats are woven from the centre out; the centre carries no 
design in order to reflect the purity of heart and soul that must be at the core of any personal endeavour. 
Intricate geometric borders distinguish each weaver’s ancestry; like handwriting, a mat’s design can 
reveal an artist’s identity or their island of origin. Care is taken to ensure that each band of a mat’s border 
has no perceptible beginning or end, symbolising the endless and unbreakable bond that an individual has 
with their community and ancestry.

 Jaki-ed Project
Artists: Artina Clarence, Rosie Elmorey, Helmera Fandino, Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner, Banithe Jesse, Roselee Jibon,  
Susan Jieta, Susanta Jieta, Mela Kattil, Airine Keju, Moje Kelen, Clantine Moladrik, Motdrik Paul, Terse Timothy

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How do the artists of the Jaki-ed Project:

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How do the artists of the Jaki-ed Project:

• communicate influences on their 
lives and experiences? 

• generate ideas from their own 
experiences, imagination or memories?

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How do the artists of the Jaki-ed Project:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How do the artists of the Jaki-ed Project:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

Jaki‑ed weaving workshop, Majuro, 
Marshall Islands, September 2017 / 
Photograph: Christine Germano / 
Image courtesy: The artist and 
University of South Pacific, Majuro 

Location: Gallery 3.5, GOMA
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EKathy Jetñil-Kijiner is a poet, teacher and performance artist who was born in the Marshall Islands.  
Her poetry explores cultural issues and the threats faced by her people — nuclear testing, militarism, 
rising sea levels as a result of climate change, forced migration and economic adaptation. In her work, 
Jetñil-Kijiner draws on the stories, cultural values and local practices underpinning the traditional, 
spiritual and social structure of life in the Marshall Islands.

Jetñil-Kijiner’s spoken-word performance responds to her experience in the Jaki-ed Project, and weaves 
together words and movement. In her performance, she uses the symbolism of weaving and the weaving 
circle to explore how women’s roles and identities are shaped by Marshallese culture, the nuclear legacy 
and climate change. The closing segment is inspired by butoh (Japanese dance theatre) and addresses 
the influence of the nuclear legacy on women’s bodies. Each strand of Jetñil-Kijiner’s performance 
connects local wisdom with global issues, and opens the weaving circle up so new audiences can see the 
spirit of resilience that characterises the weavers of the Marshall Islands.

 Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner
Lives and works in Oregon, United States

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner:

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Kathy Jetñil-Kijiner at the Jaki‑ed 
weaving workshop, Majuro, Marshall 
Islands, September 2017 / Photograph: 
Christine Germano / Image courtesy: 
The artist and University of South 
Pacific, Majuro

Location: Gallery 3.5, GOMA
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Boedi Widjaja explores the experiences of displacement, isolation and travel in his practice. Widjaja was 
born in Indonesia to Chinese parents; however, to avoid the racial tensions under President Suharto, he 
was sent to Singapore as a young boy, where he lived apart from his family. His works often refer to 
feelings of anxiety and estrangement that he experienced living in different houses and countries. 

Widjaja has a background in architecture and graphic design, and these fields influence the techniques, 
materials and tools of his artistic practice. His architectural installation Black—Hut, Black—Hut 2018–19 
visually extends the overhang of the Gallery’s mezzanine floor with a black concrete platform. The 
turquoise-coloured posts that should prop up the platform stop just shy of the base footings, removing 
any sense of architectural support and emphasising the work’s conceptual underpinnings. These posts 
refer to the traditional wooden housing of Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and Queensland, and their 
orientation to the north refers to the artist’s exploration of concepts of house, home and homeland. The 
underside of the installation incorporates a ‘sound column’ featuring processed recordings of traditional 
Javanese gamelan percussion instruments. 

 Boedi Widjaja
Lives and works in Singapore

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Boedi Widjaja:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Boedi Widjaja:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or memories?

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Boedi Widjaja:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Boedi Widjaja:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
traditions, styles and origins of time 
and place? 

Indonesia/Singapore b.1975 / 
Installation view of Black—Hut, 
Black—Hut 2018–19 at the 
Queensland Art Gallery /  
Co-commissioned with Singapore 
Art Museum for APT9 and Singapore 
Biennale 2019 / © The artist / 
Photograph: Natasha Harth

Location: Gallery 5 (Henry and 
Amanda Bartlett Gallery), QAG
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HLola Greeno creates shell necklaces using techniques passed down from her Palawa Elders in 
Tasmania. Greeno’s traditional and experimental neckpieces are celebrated for their unique patterns 
and exquisite composition of beautiful shells. Painstakingly collected from the beaches of Tasmania, 
the shells are treated using centuries-old cleaning and polishing processes so they retain their lustre 
before they are threaded. In ancient Palawa tradition, shell necklaces are often presented as gifts  
to important visitors as a mark of esteem. 

Greeno’s works draw attention to the environmental change threatening the fragile natural ecosystems 
where she collects her shells. Changing weather patterns and climatic disturbances are causing 
damage to the shell beds on the ocean floor. The magnificent king maireener shells (rainbow kelp 
shell) that were once plentiful are now rarely found. Their rarity and preciousness is acknowledged  
by the artist in Teunne (king maireener shell crown) 2013, a ‘crown’ of shells threaded on  
stainless-steel wire.

As a Palawa Elder, Greeno engages the support of her family to continue ancient traditions, ensuring 
that younger generations learn and experience the meditative processes of collecting and threading 
shells, and maintain a connectedness with their island home.

Lola Greeno
Lives and works in Launceston, Tasmania, Australia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Lola Greeno:

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Lola Greeno:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Lola Greeno:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Lola Greeno:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Palawa people / Australia b.1946 /
Teunne (king maireener shell crown) 
2013 / King maireener shells on wire / 
25cm (diam.) / Collection: Queen 
Victoria Museum and Art Gallery, 
Launceston / © The artist

Location: Gallery 3.5, GOMA
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EYOUNG-HAE CHANG HEAVY INDUSTRIES is a collaboration between artist and translator Young-Hae 
Chang and poet Marc Voge. Best known for their text-based, satirical web videos set to funk, jazz 
and soul soundtracks, their works convey stories of contemporary paranoia. They also explore the 
contradictions of Korean life, from the north–south division to the influence of its famous corporations, 
such as Hyundai, LG and Samsung. 

Mimicking the way that crucifixes are often suspended from church ceilings, CRUCIFIED TVS — NOT  
A PRAYER IN HEAVEN 2018 is installed high in an atrium space at an angle that faces down towards 
the viewers below. The repetition of text across five screens recalls a television news ticker repeating 
the same information over and over, or the cyclical feeds of online news reporting. The pronouns ‘I’, 
‘YOU’ and ‘WE’ are on constant rotation onscreen, in response to the questions: Who causes fear?  
Who watches on? The work recounts the brutalities of doors being busted down and people being 
pushed into the street in their underwear, as neighbours watch on and ‘CRY OUT, KILL THE TRAITOR’, 
as the video declares. The violence of the text contrasts with the soundtrack, as if a disaster is being 
replayed on a television screen in an inner-city apartment, but the volume is muted as cocktail music plays.

YOUNG-HAE CHANG HEAVY INDUSTRIES
Works in Seoul, South Korea

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does YOUNG-HAE CHANG 
HEAVY INDUSTRIES: 

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does YOUNG-HAE CHANG 
HEAVY INDUSTRIES: 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does YOUNG-HAE CHANG 
HEAVY INDUSTRIES: 

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does YOUNG-HAE CHANG 
HEAVY INDUSTRIES: 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins  
of time and place?

Est. 1999, South Korea / CRUCIFIED 
TVS – NOT A PRAYER IN HEAVEN 
(stills) 2018 / Five-channel video 
installation: 16:9, 19:14 minutes,  
black and white, sound / © The artists / 
Image courtesy: The artists

Location: Pavilion Walk,  
Level 3, GOMA
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HAreta Wilkinson’s art practice involves personal adornment and object-making as it relates to 
mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledge systems). She explores genealogies, knowledge and histories  
of contact between peoples, and draws connections between the cultural production of her ancestors 
and her own art-making. Wilkinson is a descendant of a moa hunter — moa were flightless birds once 
native to New Zealand, which are now extinct. Inspired by her research into the customary tools of her 
ancestors, her own creations are fashioned using similar tools and include references to the bones of 
the moa.

For APT9, Wilkinson presents ‘Moa-hunter Fashions’ 2018, a contemporary mahinga kai (a site of  
cultural production), complete with tools, creations and midden (a mound of shells). The artist visited  
the Gallery to work in the space at the start of the exhibition. She worked using a jeweller’s kit comprising 
3-D-printed replicas of original tools held in museum collections. These tools — like the river stones  
the artist uses as anvils, and the objects she creates — carry meaning and memory. Wilkinson’s work  
is informed by observing the time-honoured practice of making in relationship to the land.

Areta Wilkinson
Lives and works in Oxford, Aotearoa New Zealand

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Areta Wilkinson:

• challenge ideas of the past?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Areta Wilkinson:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Areta Wilkinson:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Areta Wilkinson:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

Ngāi Tahu / Aotearoa New Zealand 
b.1969 / The artist working on 
Whakapapa I (from ‘Moa-hunter 
Fashions’ series) 2018 / Waimakariri 
and Rakahuri river stones, tree stumps, 
kōkōwai (red ochre), silver / Installed 
dimensions variable / © The artist / 
Image courtesy: The artist and Two 
Rooms Gallery, Auckland

Location: Gallery 3.5, GOMA
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Nona Garcia’s work is noted for its realism. It explores the essence of things, and sets up dichotomies 
between the transparent and the concealed, the sublime and the everyday. As a young girl with doctors 
for parents, she became familiar with hospitals and medical laboratories, and their equipment. X-rays 
were one of her first memories of viewing the everyday through a new lens, allowing her to experience 
looking at the world differently.

Hallow 2018 uses the glass facade of the Queensland Art Gallery’s Stanley Place entrance as a natural 
light box to exhibit a mandala design formed from the X-rayed bones of animals. The mood of the 
work hovers between the celebratory and the macabre. White and luminescent against a dense black 
background, each X-ray of an animal bone is carefully and symmetrically placed to suggest flower and 
spiral motifs; it is only on closer inspection that they are revealed to be tiny parts of a spinal cord or 
a skull. Living corals are combined with the bones of animals — hyenas, camels, crocodiles, beavers, 
birds and deer — to reflect on the underlying presence of death in life.

 Nona Garcia
Lives and works in Baguio City, the Philippines

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Nona Garcia:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Nona Garcia:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from her own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Nona Garcia:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Nona Garcia:

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins of 
time and place?

The Philippines b.1978 / Hallow  
(detail) 2015 / Glazed digital backlit  
film / Installed dimensions variable /  
© The artist / Installation view,  
Blanc Gallery, Manila / Image courtesy:  
The artist and Blanc Gallery / 
Photograph: MM Yu

Location: QAG Stanley Place  
entrance
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Aditya Novali studied architecture and design before establishing himself as an artist. This training can be 
seen in his sculptures, which involve complex production methods and commercial materials, balanced 
with subversive humour. Themes of urban planning and construction recur across his practice. He is 
especially interested in creating works with an element of audience participation, perhaps due to his 
training as a dalang cilik (child puppetmaster) in the traditional Indonesian art form. 

The Wall: Asian (Un)Real Estate Project 2018 comments on Indonesia’s lack of affordable urban housing 
for low-income communities, and incorporates several dynamic and interactive elements. The elaborate 
work resembles a vast apartment block and offers multiple vignettes of urban habitats. Viewers are able 
to rotate elements of the building to scroll through a set of built environments and views — one shows 
the internal living spaces of an apartment, another a blank brick wall, and the last reveals the metal bars 
of a prison cell. Meticulously constructed from wood, resin, copper, steel, fabric and LED lighting, these 
apartments are contradictory in their appeal — while they suggest scale models used to sell luxury real 
estate, they defy these expectations with their humble furnishings and fit-outs. 

Aditya Novali
Lives and works in Solo, Indonesia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Aditya Novali:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Aditya Novali:

• communicate influences on his life 
and experiences? 

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Aditya Novali:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media?

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Aditya Novali:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

Indonesia b.1978 / The Wall: Asian 
Un(real) Estate Project 2011 / Plastic, 
cast, steel, zinc, brass, copper, wood, 
wooden board, fabric, LED light with 
adaptor, paint, cable, resin / 180 x  
440 x 25cm / © The artist /  
Image courtesy: The artist

Location: Galleries 3.3, 3.4  
(Marica Sourris and James C. 
Sourris AM Galleries), GOMA



Elia Nurvista is a young Indonesian artist whose practice focuses on food production and distribution, 
and the associated broader social and historical implications. Nurvista uses food and its related 
activities — from the planting of crops to the act of eating and the sharing of recipes — as entry points 
to exploring issues of economic and political power, labour, culture, gender and status. She also runs 
Bakudapan, a food study group that undertakes community and research projects. 

Nurvista’s sugar sculptures are colourful, jewel-like objects produced with the assistance of local 
artisans in Yogyakarta. For APT9, her sculptures are accompanied by a mural, and explore some of 
sugar’s complicated history, including its links with global exploitation. Sucker Zucker 2018 builds on 
a 2016 work, for which she created a series of crystalline sugar sculptures, displayed like gems atop 
pedestals, with take-home containers decorated with diamond shapes. According to the artist, sugar 
and diamonds have a shared appearance and narrative, from their colour and shape to their material 
extraction and history of labour, slavery and exploitation.

 Elia Nurvista
Lives and works in Yogyakarta, Indonesia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Elia Nurvista:

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Elia Nurvista:

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Elia Nurvista:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Elia Nurvista:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

Indonesia b.1983 / Sucker Zucker 
(detail) 2016 / Isomalt, water, 
mahogany and mixed media / 
Dimensions variable / Installation view, 
‘Dialogue with the Senses’, Galeria 
Fatahillah, Jakarta, 2016 / © The 
artist / Photograph: Fajar Riyanto / 
Image courtesy: Arcolabs 

Location: outside Gallery 2.1, GOMA
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Kim Beom is part of the generation of South Korean artists whose adult life has coincided with their 
country’s transition to democracy. For an artist whose work is so strongly influenced by conceptualism, 
he is proficient in a number of different techniques, including drawing, ceramics, installation and 
performance, as well as publishing. 

The artist’s work in APT9 is from ‘Blueprints and Perspectives’, a series of satirical drawings depicting 
imaginary structures. The works typically consist of a lavishly rendered architect’s drawing accompanied 
by a schematic blueprint. The structures include a school that offers lessons in defying gravity, a spy ship 
disguised as a cloud, and a bat-shaped safe house for tyrants, complete with an escape pod. As with the 
best satire, these humorous works are underpinned by serious concerns and social frustrations.

Kim has described the works as metaphors for society, and they are based on the absurdity, inhumanity, 
arbitrariness and contradiction that he has experienced in his own life. The matter-of-factness of Kim’s 
blueprints reflects the depersonalisation and machine-like logic of our contemporary world.

Kim Beom
Lives and works in Seoul, South Korea

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Kim Beom:

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Kim Beom:

• generate ideas from his own 
experiences, imagination or 
memories? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Kim Beom:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Kim Beom:

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary?

Korea b.1963 / Residential 
Watchtower Complex for Security 
Guards (detail) 2016 / Inkjet print 
on cotton paper, ed. 2/8 (4 AP) / 36 x 
51cm / Purchased 2017. Queensland 
Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art 
Foundation / Collection: Queensland 
Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art /  
© The artist

Location: Gallery 2.1, GOMA
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A collective based in Sabah in Malaysian Borneo, Pangrok Sulap consists of artists, musicians and  
social activists dedicated to empowering rural communities through art. ‘Pangrok’ means ‘punk rock’, 
while ‘sulap’ is a hut used as a resting place by farmers, and their slogan is ‘Jangan Beli, Bikin Sendiri’ 
(‘Don’t buy, do it yourself’). The group began woodcut printing in 2012, making banners and posters to 
raise awareness about social and environmental issues in Borneo’s regional communities. Today, they 
address issues of importance to the people of Sabah — from illegal logging to official corruption.

The title of their large-scale diptych in APT9 translates as ‘Sabah, my homeland’. The work details the 
realities and aspirations of a region frequently marginalised within Malaysia and whose natural resources 
are regularly exploited. The two panels present contrasting visions of Sabah. The first is the dream of 
an autonomous state: bright and open, with figures appearing in a landscape featuring Mount Kinabalu 
(Malaysia’s highest mountain and a World Heritage Site), together with the state anthem’s final line, 
‘Sabah Negeri Merdeka’ (‘Sabah independent state’). The second panel is thematically darker — 
it addresses the disappointment regarding the treatment of the region’s land and people, as well  
as concerns over corruption, illegal logging, persistent flooding and migration issues.

 Pangrok Sulap
Based in Ranau, Sabah, Malaysia

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Pangrok Sulap:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Pangrok Sulap:

• communicate influences on their life 
and experiences? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Pangrok Sulap:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Pangrok Sulap:

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences? 

• respond to influences of art 
movements, styles and origins of 
time and place?

Est. 2010, Ranau, Sabah, Malaysia / 
Sabah tanah air-ku 2017 / Woodcut, 
offset ink on block-out blind, ed. 5/10 / 
Diptych: 414.5 x 300cm; 411 x  
298.3cm / Purchased 2017 with 
funds from Ashby Utting through the 
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of 
Modern Art Foundation / Collection: 
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of 
Modern Art / © The artists

Location: Gallery 5 (Henry and 
Amanda Bartlett Gallery), QAG
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EBona Park’s video addresses two important themes for the artist: workplace relations, in particular, 
thankless jobs; and extinction or redundancy brought about by human activity, technology and 
economics. Park finds inspiration in her collaborators (cooks, carpenters and comedians, amongst 
others) and tells seemingly simple stories; however, broader social themes are always involved. The 
appeal of her works lies in the unusual game-like situations her collaborators are placed in, and the 
complex social and historical contexts that these situations address.

For Beyond the sea 2018, Park collaborated with individuals working behind the scenes in the Korean 
film and television industry: a voice actor, a lighting operator and a stunt double. The work centres 
on the voice actor in a sound studio, reading a monologue. To one side, a stunt double repeatedly 
rehearses a kung-fu move in slow motion, while on the other screen, a lighting operator, standing on a 
beach, flashes out Morse code on a studio lamp. Park’s video refers to exemplars of filmmaking — from 
European art house (such as Jean-Luc Godard’s French New Wave cinema classic Alphaville 1965) to 
classic kung-fu — that explore notions of disappearance, longing and the role of culture in shaping our 
responses to the world.

Bona Park
Lives and works in Seoul, South Korea

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Bona Park: 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• employ imagery and/or display 
techniques to challenge aesthetic 
traditions?

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns? 

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Bona Park: 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning? 

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Bona Park: 

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

• share characteristics with art 
movements, times, places or events? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Bona Park: 

• explore cultural traditions? 

• reflect community interests through 
social commentary? 

• respond to cultural influences?

South Korea b.1977 / Beyond the 
sea (still) 2018 / Three-channel HD 
video: 16:58 minutes, colour, sound  / 
Commissioned for APT9 / Supported 
by Arts Council Korea / Proposed for 
the Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of 
Modern Art Collection / © The artist / 
Image courtesy: The artist

Location: Gallery 5 (Henry and 
Amanda Bartlett Gallery), QAG
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Jananne Al-Ani employs the aerial perspective and bleached, sepia-tones of World War One 
reconnaissance photography to reveal the imprint of history, conflict and occupation on the landscape. 
Her earlier films conveyed a sense of falling to earth, recalling, in eerie slow motion, the perspective of 
a missile missing its target. Al-Ani highlights two different perspectives of the landscape in her work — 
a distant, technology-enabled and clinical view, and a view reflecting the aftermath of war. Al-Ani is 
acutely aware of the realities of war, particularly those highlighted in the media coverage of the 1991 
Gulf War missile strikes on Iraq, her country of birth.

Black Powder Peninsula 2016 is a loop, an endless cycle in which our viewpoint rises as if we are being 
lifted out of the landscape, and takes its name from gunpowder — introduced into Europe and the 
Middle East in the thirteenth century from China. A journey over the landscape of the United Kingdom, 
locations include the disused sites of military, economic and industrial power of the past and the vital 
infrastructure of today: a waste treatment plant, electrical substations, greenhouses and oil tanks.  
The film highlights patterns in the flow of power, resources and technology that link us all.

Jananne Al-Ani
Lives and works in London, United Kingdom

CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

How does Jananne Al-Ani:

• challenge ideas of the past? 

• use materials, technologies or 
approaches to affect the audience 
experience? 

• provoke discussion about twenty-
first-century issues and concerns?

PERSONAL CONTEXT 

How does Jananne Al-Ani:

• communicate influences on her life 
and experiences? 

• create sensory experiences to 
generate emotional responses from 
the viewer? 

• connect with viewers’ experiences 
and/or expectations to construct 
meaning?

FORMAL CONTEXT  

How does Jananne Al-Ani:

• employ specific art elements and 
principles to communicate meaning? 

• communicate intentions using 
symbols, motifs or signs? 

• enhance the interpretation of 
the artwork through processes, 
materials and media? 

CULTURAL CONTEXT 

How does Jananne Al-Ani:

• respond to cultural influences?

Iraq/United Kingdom b.1966 / Black 
Powder Peninsula (production still) 
2016 / Single-channel digital video,  
4:28 minutes / © The artist / Image 
courtesy: The artist

Location: Gallery 6 (Henry and 
Amanda Bartlett Gallery), QAG


